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Alzheimer’s
 
I dress my mother matter-of-factly.
She sits on the side of her bed
and I lift off her blue nightgown
and replace her underpants
with fresh ones. I pull around her
a cream-colored bra, then a white blouse
with a collar. I roll her knee socks up her legs
and then pull onto her the smart black slacks
she still loves. I put on her left tennis shoe first,
then her right, and double-knot them.
I bring a navy sweater over her head
and arrange it, pulling the blouse collar
through the V-neck so she looks put together.
I comb her white hair with a brush as gently as I can,
without hurrying, before I touch her lips
with the lipstick she’s worn forever—a Revlon
color that makes her pale, wan skin glow
and is aptly named Cherries in the Snow.
When we’re all done, I offer her my arm
and hand her the cane. I say, “Let’s go, Beautiful,”
then I escort her to the kitchen where
we drink coffee together, looking
out the window without saying a word
to each other, but we’re happy,
if happy is the word for the way this feels.
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Czechoslovakia

Though the country no longer exists,
Czechoslovakia is the code word
my wife and I employ when we are
with other people. At a dinner party,
should I turn to the host and ask, 
“Have you visited Czechoslovakia?”
my wife knows I am breaking—
that I’m in trouble and need to leave. 
“Czechoslovakia” means all the glass 
is beginning to shatter. Even when we
lie in bed, quiet and intimate, some nights
my wife will decipher my inner thoughts.
“Where are you?” she’ll say. And I’ll say,
“I’m lost somewhere in the dark woods 
of Czechoslovakia and can’t get home.”
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Optimist

Tomorrow will be a good day,
and the day after tomorrow
will be even better.

Next Wednesday also looks promising,
and the first of the month
looms on the horizon like a ship of gold.

I think next year will be the best year of my life
and that each following year will surely
outdo the one before.

From where I’m sitting today,
a decade from now looks like 
nirvana

and eternity—
I can see it—
is overflowing with fountains of light.


